The Manual Lift Grader is identical to our
Motor Grader except for that it uses a 2000
pound capacity hand crank jack to lift and
lower the grading rake. It can be angled in
either direction to grade at 220. With the
short tines pointed downward (as pictured),
the device is set up for grading gravel or
other fine materials. The Manual Lift Grader
can also be configured with the long tines
projecting downward to maintain horse
arenas, prepare food plots, and remove
years of accumulated leaves or pine needles.
The Manual Lift Grader is delivered in 2
parcels right to your front door.

48” & 56”
models are
available

Crank Jack
D-Plate & Rake
Jack Mounts

Swing Arm

Upper Plate
Short Bolts
Wheel Assembly
& Short Bolts
Extra long bolts (3 1/2”)

Tongue Tube
Long Bolts (3 1/8 ”)

Jack connection bolts (2 1/2”)

Delivery Parcel #1 : Hand Crank Mounting Parts

Delivery Parcel #2 : 48” or 56” Rake & Other Parts

Assembly: Due to the heavy weight of the components, 2 people may be required.
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Position the tongue tube over
the extra long bolts as pictured.

Position the upper plate (with
the decal side facing upward)
over the extra long bolts as pictured.

2x4 wood block
Insert the extra long bolts (3 1/2”)
up through square holes of the
D-plate. To hold the bolts in an
upward position, place wood
block directly under the bolt
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Add washer and hand tighten
nuts on the ends of both extra
long bolts.
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Inset long bolt (3 1/8”) down
through rectangular hole in
upper plate as pictured.
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#1

#2
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Add washer and nut to the end
of long bolt as pictured.
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#3

Secure the three bolts with a
15/16” or 24mm wrench. The
nut on #1 bolt will have to be
tightened from underneath.

Position the jack mount on top
of the upper plate as pictured.
Insert the short bolts up through
the square holes in the upper
plate, add washers and nuts.
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Position the other jack mount on
top of the swing arm as pictured.
Insert the short bolts up through
the square holes of the swing
arm, add washers and nuts.
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Jack Handle
Tongue

Secure the bolts on each of the
jack mounts with a 15/16” or
24mm wrench.

The crank jack will be installed
with the jack handle positioned
as pictured.

The middle connection bracket of
the crank jack is aligned with the
holes of the jack mount as pictured. The jack connection bolt
(2 1/2” long) is inserted through
the components.
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The end connection bracket of the
crank jack is aligned with the holes
of the other jack mount as pictured. The jack connection bolt is
inserted through the components.
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Add washer and lock nut to each
jack connection bolt. Tighten the
lock nuts until they are just snug
against the sides of the jack
mounts (do not overtighten).
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Insert short bolt down through
rectangular hole in swing arm
and round hole in wheel assembly.

15

Position the top edge of the
wheel assembly against the side
of the swing arm as pictured.
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Add washer and nut to short bolt.

18

Tighten nut with wrench while
pushing the wheel assembly
against the top of swing arm.
Secure the other wheel assembly by repeating steps #15-18.
Oil Hole
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3
22o

To adjust rake angle: Remove
bolt #2 and just loosen bolt 3.

0o

22o

The rake & D plate will pivot to
the desired angle. Reinstall bolt
1 and tighten bolt 2.

Maintenance: Lubricate swing
arm every 12 months with thin
oil (motor oil is fine).
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22” (56” model)

16” (48” model)

Most operators who are 5’6” or taller
will be able to reach the crank handle
of the 48” Manual Lift Grader while
seated on a typical riding lawn mower.

The tongue shaft on our
56” Manual Lift Grader is
6 inches longer than the
shaft of the 48” model.

Depending upon the model of grader,
size of tow vehicle, and size of operator,
the operator may have to exit the tow
vehicle to reach the handle.

5/8”
washer

12 inches
Max

Included

The device is intended for use with
lawn tractors & ATVs that have a
drop pin receptacle no higher than
12 inches.

A standard ball mount
(without the ball) can be
used on machines that
have a hitch receptacle.

The tongue tube is connected to the machines receptacle using the clevis pin. A
washer is positioned under the tongue
to reduce wear on the surface below.

Warning: Failure to follow the safety precautions below could result in serious injury,
death, or damage to equipment.
-Persons should never stand on or ride this device at any time.
-Persons should never add additional weight or modify this device in any way.
-All bolts should be checked and tightened if needed before each use.
-This device must be assembled as instructed by following steps 1-18.
-When backing up, the tines of this device must be elevated.
-A maximum speed of 5 mph must be observed when using this device.
-Do not back the rear wheels or swing arms into trees or other objects.
-The tow vehicle must come to a complete stop to enable the operator to safely turn the
hand crank.

30 Day Satisfaction Guarantee & One Year Warranty (All components are covered)
Ratchet Rake LLC 888-850-6070 25 Westminster Drive Carlisle PA 17013 www.ratchetrake.com
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